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. ABSTRACT 

Apparatus and techniques were developed for accurately measuring 
azimuthal distortion in camera lenses. Great care was taken in fabricating 

. the camera, which was made cylindrical so that the lens could be rotated. 
The experimental setup included a. collimating telescope,· the cylindrical cam
era containing the lens. to be tested, ,ancl the test pattern. By. rotation of the 
cylindrical. camera, the same portion of the test pattern could be used for 
checking azimuthal distortion in different sectors of the lens. The distortion 
was recorded on film plates, which were then measured with a linear microm
eter. Results were obtained to an accuracy of 1 part in 100,000 . 
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Pr~vious tests for azimuthal distortion were accurate . to . about 1 
part in 10,000. With the purchase of new lenses for the stereo cameras of 
the 72~nch hydrogen bubble chamber, we wanted to obtain better accuracy 
and precisely ttmaptt the distortions in the lenses. Some methods of distor
tion analysis involve indirect measure!llents. As we wanted to avoid,.indirect 
measurements, we developed a . technique for measuring the distortions di
rectly. 

The testing of the new lenses required a preCision test pattern, a 
precision camera, and a ·precision set-up. The camera and set-up were de
signed by Duane Norgren. The lenses were tested for symmetry (azimuthal 
distortion) only. Other lens parameters such. as r _es_olutionan.d astigmatism 
were given a gross examination but were not investigated. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The test pattern was a grid of 105 ·illuminated cross hairs ( 5 rows 
of 21 columns) set in a flat aluminum plate. The. measurements between 
cross hairs are recorded by Eckman.1 The aluminum plate, shown in Fig. 1, 
is. 84 by 30 by 1-1/2 inches (the 7Z-inch bubble chamber has a . viewing area 
roughly· 72 by 16 inches). Each cross hair -was made by depos.iting an . alumi-
num film on a sandblasted Lucite disk on which an 0.008.,.inch wire cross 
hair had been placed. With the wire removecl, an aluminum-free cross re
mained to. transmit light from behind. The Lucite disks were imbedded;in 
the aJuminum plate and precisely measured. Each disk was lit from b~hind 
by a Gene ralE1e ctr_ic: No~ ~ 47 lamp: which .shone th.rp-ugh bG.le·s in. the ;ba'ckof;the 
plate. A thermometer, mounted on the front surface of the plate, made .it 
possible to determine expansion of the plate due to heat from the lamps. 

The camera was made with no adjustments possible in order to 
avoid setting errors.. Lens -to -image distance was determined from the re
quired:Jens-to-objed distance. The camer-a was made cylindrical so. that 
the lens could be rotated and the same portion of the test pattern used for 
checking distortions in different sectors of the lens.. The camera rotated on 
two rails set into -a brass plate, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The base of the camera stand was an aluminum tube 8 inches in · 
diameter and 27 inches high, set upon a triangular aluminum plate 1 inch 
thick and 16· inches on a side. Three leveling bolts were used .in the foot. 
The entire assembly weighed about 200 lbs to which 75 pounds of lead bricks 
were added for toe -stubbing stability. 

The brass plate upon which the camera was mounted rotated both 
horizontally and vertically with respect to the base by - m~ans of differential 

. thr~ads (Fig. 3) ; turning the adjustment screw 90° rotated the camera only 
30 sec. 
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ZN-5059 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up (from left): the collimating 
telescope, the camera and stand, and the test pattern. 
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Fig. 2. The lens in position in the camera. 
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Fig. 3. The camera from rear, showing adjustment screws 
and collimating mirror. 
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The set-up was done in the following manner:. The test pattern, 
because of its bulk, was left stationary, and a collimating telescope was 
placed 120 inches away and adjusted so that its axis was normal to the sur
face of the test pattern; then the camera and test stand were placed in posi
tion and adjusted so that the film plane was normal to the axis of the tel.:, 
escope and therefore parallel to the test pattern. 

The collimating telescope {Brunson model 83, accurate to 1 sec) 
had an internal light source and a reference cross hair that was projected 
onto a mirror. By reflection, the displacement of the reflected cross hair 
represented twice the angular displacement. A precision mirror with ground 
feet was placed against the test pattern and moved in a small Circle to aver
age surface deviations. The telescope was moved until the reflected cross 
hair coinCided with the reference cross hair. 

The film used, Kodak GH649 high-resolution emulsion ·On special 
1/4-inch micro-:£1a:tglass, was developed in Kodak D-19 developer for 6 min
utes at 68 ° F. 

Variation in the lamps and in the translucence of the Lucite disks 
caused a. great variation in the quality of the cross hair on film. Light in
tensity was .measured with a spot photometer, and by means of neutral den
sity filters placed over the Lucite disks, the intensity of the middle three 
rows was brought to within 25o/o of each other. Due to. the high-resolution 
quality of the film, the film 11 speed'' was extremely low and exposure$ were 
made on the toe of the exposure curve. Th'lls the variation in light intensity 
became an important correction factor.· 

By. placing the lens in the camera and reflecting light off the sur
face of the lens elements with the collimating telescope, we could see if they 

. were mechanically centered. Most of the elements were not centered and 
some varied by as much as· several minutes; this was so despite the factory* s 
especially fitting the element seats to each individual element in five of the 
lenses tested. 

PROCEDURE 

A lens was mounted in the camera and the camera 'was moved until 
the real image of the target CTess hair was centered in the telescope. The 
camera was then collimated with a micro -flat mirror placed in the film plane 
(Fig. 3). These. two procedures w.ere repeated until the camera was cen
tered and collimated at the same time. 

After the camera was positioned and collimated, a film plate was 
mounted in it. The surface of the plate was used as a mirror to check plate 
collimation. Despite careful alignment, there was almost always some dis
placement, usually 2 to 4 seconds. If the displacement was greater than four 
seconds, the film plate was turned 90" in its mounting until the displacement 
was less than 4 sec. when the camera was rotated; if this 90" rotation did not 
result in a displacement less than 4 seconds, the camera was recollimated. 
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The exposure was made with the lens in one -position, then rotated 
90 ° for another exposure; until four exposures were on the plate .. For each 
exposure, the lens number, displacement, light voltage, time, and temper
ature were recorded. The film plates were then developed and measured. 

Tests were done on eight Schneider-Krauznack f8 121-mm Super 
Angular lenses. Five, recently purchased from the factory, had been made 
to our specifications, and three were purchased "off the shelf'' and used for 
6 years in the 72-;inch hydrogen bubble chamber. 

The measurements were made with a Bowers linear micrometer 
accurate to 1 micron in 5 inches over the range used .. Measurements, made 
between the axial cross hair and the cross hair roughly corresponding to 30° 
of coverage, were done in each of the four directions. They are given in 
Table I. 

Table I. Measurements of distance from axial cross hair to cross 
hair· S3 in each of the four directions. 

Temp change Greatest dif-
in plate · ference in 

Lens No. 0 0 (!J.) 90° ( f.L) 180°(1J.) 270°~[J.) ( 0 c) distance (!J.) 

262 73 787 73 7 57 73 761 73 767 2.5 30 
268 73 799 73 812 73 804 73 799 2.5 13 
276 73 622 73 659 73 666 73 613 1.0 53 
318 73 644 73 631 73 650 '.7:3658 1.4 27 
326 73 664 73 644 73 621 73 624 1.8 43 
6901a 85 440 85 428 85 464 85 501 0.5 69 
6890a 85 469 85 463 85 508 85 388 0.5 120 
6902a 85 512 85 531 85 562 85 547 0.5 50 

a Axial cross hair to U3. 

The above measurements were made in order to select the three 
best lenses to be used in the 72-inch bubble chamber. When three of the new 
lenses (262, 268, 318) had been selected, they were oriented with respect to 
the test pattern so that they. would duplicate exactly their predetermined 
positions in the bubble chamber. Exposures were then made for distance 
from beam level to the first principal point of the lens. This provided ac
curate "maps" of the distortion the lens delivers to the film used in the bub
ble chamber. A comprehensive measuring program will be done on these 
maps to coordinate,.: the distortion with measurements of the bubble chamber 
data on film. ·;·' 
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·ERRORS 

Expansion. of Test Pattern 

The coeffiCient of expansion of the aluminum plate is 23.86X10- 6 

cm/cm/C 0
• Ifthe c:hangewere coordinated--i.e., ifthe cross hairs moved 

in only one direction-across hairatthe edge offieldwould,move 24f.J./C 0 

in space, or 1.4 fi. qn the film plate (demagnification factor of 18 from object 
to film). 

Keystone 

A keystoning effect came ab9ut from .the slight eccentriCity of the 
camera perimeter. The. fact that the film plane was out of parallel by 4 
seconds caused an image displacement at the extreme edge of field of 1 .• 02 fl, 
or about 1 part in 75 000. · 

. The lens mounting ~urfac~ was off-a.J{is; by 15· seconds. · The.appr?x- · 
1mate error for small angles lS 1/K , where K lS the error from keystomng, 
as above, or 1 part in 56 X 10-8 at edge of field (negligible). 

To find the accountable errors at the edge of field, we add 

· Displacement due to 

Temperature (maximum) 
·Key stoning 

3. 5 JJ; 
1..02fi. 

4.52fi. 

Square 

12.28 
1.04 

13.32 

The error in the displacement figure is thus the square root of 13.32, or 
±~.65fJ,. 

For the 11 map11 exposures, two e.rrors were reduced. The film 
·plates were adjusted. so that there was no keystoning, and the temperature 
change was.-reduced to 0.5°C. Thus the maximum error for these exposures 
would .be ± 0. 7 fi.· 
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